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To Henry Bright Esq.

in Bristol
Sir,

This goes by the return of the Pilot who takes it to Mps. Harris to forward. As the Wind is now E S E hope have taken my Leave of Europe for this year. Mps. Harris will send you the Invoice and Bill of Lading for the Sunnies ship'd on our joint acct. I left a Letter to be forwarded to you wherein informs you what had given Mps. Lawton and Pedlar order to ships the Provisions ordered of them on the first ship for S. Kitts, who will write you on the occasion; I likewise enclosed the Expences which I hope you have rec'd. All on board is very well, which with my Duty to my Aunt, Mr. & Mrs. Bushell and my best Respect to Mr. Meyer & Mr. Cott, to the former wrote by the same Conveyance with you, and am Sir your Dutiful Nephew

Loud Bridge Bright

Please to forward the enclosed Letter